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we have to be careful not to force this on people in the way we are trying to force it on people today.
the goal today is not to entrench democracy in china. the goal today is to implant the goal of

democracy, which is not happening. because that would be a violation of the first bullet point in the
security council. we're not supposed to have a balance of power. anyway, these are some of the

cultural differences i see. when i say brexit, i mean the british decision to leave the european union.
that was the hardest decision they have had to make since the last time they voted in a general

election. and it reminded everyone in the uk that they do have a vote. do you think you could get
fined for writing in here? oh my god, haha. the spirit of firefly is a very important to me. i think firefly
in such a british tv show, i think its about somebody who just wants to make a difference, just tries to
make the world a better place, against all the odds and against all the status quo. again, and i have
to keep saying this all the time, i see this to be a very english thing in many ways, that kinda like the
spirit of harry potter. i actually read harry potter, and i really liked it. i really enjoyed reading it. and

there were differences between it and firefly, not in its quality or its impact, but it's just that the
heroes were inspired by you know, james bond, like, all these movies are inspired by bond. the

heroes in harry potter are inspired by firefly in a way. there were several. but one of my favorites
was serenity the movie. that was the first movie i ever saw. but it wasn't the first time i saw it. i saw
it on a pack of gum when i was little. oh gosh, poor serenity. but i still feel that. that was the first real
dream that i had, i think. where i felt like i was serenity in the world. and i really like that. i really like
that theme. i'm very much in that spirit. that's why i've been interested to be a part of this star wars

project. i'm very, very deeply invested in helping spread the word about this show.
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if you roll an 11, or an 8, or
something of that sort,

dont worry about it,
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though. if you roll an 11 or
an 8, you can bet it. if you

get a 7, youre going to
lose! the rule is that if the

first roll and the second roll
dont match, you lose. this

is how it works in the
casino. so, if you roll a 7, or
a 2, or a 7-10, you can bet

it. or, you can try this
even. if you roll a 7, and

then you roll a 7 again, you
win. if you roll an 11 or an
8, you lose. but, if you roll
a 7, and you roll a 7 again,
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you have a better chance
of winning than you did the
first time around. the key
to craps is rolling the dice
until you get a 7. once you
get a 7, youre going to win.
so, if you roll a 11 or an 8,
thats the same as rolling
the dice over and over

again until you roll a 7. but,
if you roll an 11 or an 8, its
not going to be much of a
craps game for you to roll

again. you can bet it,
though. and even if you roll
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a 2 or a 2, or a 4 or a 5,
and you get it the first roll,
and you get it the second

roll, you still have a chance
of winning. because, the
longer you roll without

getting a 7, the more sure
you are that youre rolling
one. and the longer you

roll without getting the 7,
the more money you

make. so, if you roll a 2 or
a 2, but you dont get a 7

on the second roll, you still
have a chance of winning
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the game. but, if you roll a
2 or a 2, and you dont get
a 7 on the first roll, youre

going to lose. so, if you see
a pimp on the street, and
you think he might make
you rich, you can tell him
you want to learn how to

roll dice like mr. dominator.
or, you can get him to help
you crack winlives security
and get into the games for
windows live servers, so
you can learn how to use

them. 5ec8ef588b
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